
Protest Decision

Protest Number: 05

Event: Melbourne to Osaka Race Number: 

Protesting Boat: RC Protested Boat: Gusto

Protest Details: Outside Assistance

Facts Found

1) Information provided by Gusto:

a) Regarding Gusto's start into Bass Straight, we got smashed, lost our lazyjacks .torn sail, lost our 
plotter,damaged our Tuffluff on forestay, broke welds on Pushpit, lost nav lights. ect,

b) The time in Sydney we repaired the Tuffluff ourselves, the supplier just delivered it to the boatyard, it 

took 1hr.

c) The rest of the time we licked our wounds and tried to clean up the boat as quick as possible. We 
decided to sleep there as we had no sleep since Melb.

d) We left the next morning then noticed our hawk was loose and had to return to Syd harbour to flat 

waters.

e) 20 hours after we left the race track we re entered off Syd heads. That is penality enough.

f) If we had of started, with the main fleet in carm conditions that they had. we would not of had this 
damage. The forcast was sooo wrong, we had 30 to 45kn for 12hrs after the Prom, no one was to know.

2) Jury facts found

1. Gusto received outside assistance by receiving replacement parts to repair their boat

2. Work was carried out by the crew
3. The boat resumed racing at the same point that they ceased racing

Conclusion

Gusto received outside assistance

Rule(s) applicable

SI 1.4 (outside assistance), 41 (outside help)

Decision

The Jury have decided not to penalise the full 30% as per NOR 1.4, but have awarded a lesser penalty 
as permitted under the change of NOR #1.

The penalty for outside assistance is 12 hours.

This penalty will be added in accordance with SI 10.3.
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8 May 2013 01:46

Jury Members

Paul Pascoe AUS IJ (Chair), Kazuko Akimoto JPN IJ, Leonard Chin MAS IJ, Noel Allen AUS IJ, Sen 
Yamoaoka JPN NJ

Signature
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